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A Dictionary and Concordance of the Names of Persons and Places and of
Some of the More Remarkable Terms which Occur in the Scriptures of the
Old and New Testaments 1869
this collection of essays examines the respective religious and social functions of kings and prophets as they are presented in
the biblical narratives biblical kingship is easily shown to be a specific instance of an ancient and widespread institution
sacred monarchy that was the pivot of most state organizations throughout antiquity prophetic authority is described as a
typical institution of ancient hebrew society the difference between monarchy and prophecy is radical because the former
implies a hereditary power and is upheld by its subjects who feed their kings with taxes while the latter derives its authority
from allegedly direct divine inspiration and though it is also economically dependent it is not explicitly presented as being
based upon systematic exploitation cristiano grottanelli interprets the rise of prophecy as a consequence of a crisis of
monarchical structures at the beginning of the iron age and connects it to similar phenomena attested in ancient greek texts
derived from a similar crisis though monarchy finally won the day in the ancient mediterranean in a new imperial form the
new literatures in greek and hebrew consonantic and alphabetic scripts shaped nonmonarchic figures to which they
attributed some of the functions previously pertaining to monarchy these new literatures produced by two cultures that were
both highly literate and organized according to nonmonarchical principles diverged radically in their development and final
outcomes in the hebrew tradition monolatry and an official canon of sacred writings were the final result the prophetic
principle was thus overcome by a new ideological construction centered upon inspired scriptures rather than upon the
impromptu performances of inspired persons in using the prophetic principle against the monarchic the canonical texts
paradoxically shaped their own authority above that of living prophets

The King's Printers' Aids to the Student of the Holy Bible 1898
an introduction to the old testament books of 1 2 kings is followed by a verse by verse commentary on the text

Kings and Prophets 1999-02-18
the cornerstone biblical commentary series provides up to date evangelical scholarship on the old and new testaments each
volume is designed to equip pastors and christian leaders with exegetical and theological knowledge to better understand
and apply god s word by presenting the message of each passage as well as an overview of other issues surrounding the text
the commentary series has been structured to help readers understand the meaning of scripture passage by passage through
the entire bible the new living translation is an authoritative bible translation rendered faithfully into today s english from the
ancient texts by 90 leading bible scholars the nlt s scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficult to
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understand bible passages but even more powerful are stories of how people s lives are changing as the words speak directly
to their hearts that s why we call it the truth made clear william barnes thd harvard divinity school has worked extensively in
the historical books of the ot published several commentaries and scholarly articles and is a contributor to biblica the bible
atlas his interests include ot history and chronology as well as narrative and poetic structure and sequencing in the hebrew
bible and the nt he served as a member of the nlt translation team for 1 2 kings

1 & 2 Kings, a Commentary 2018-12-15
a new commentary for today s world the story of god bible commentary explains and illuminates each passage of scripture in
light of the bible s grand story the first commentary series to do so sgbc offers a clear and compelling exposition of biblical
texts guiding everyday readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out the bible in their own contexts its story centric
approach is ideal for pastors students sunday school teachers and laypeople alike each volume employs three main easy to
use sections designed to help readers live out god s story listen to the story includes complete niv text with references to
other texts at work in each passage encouraging the reader to hear it within the bible s grand story explain the story explores
and illuminates each text as embedded in its canonical and historical setting live the story reflects on how each text can be
lived today and includes contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers teachers and students 1 2 kings while the
book of kings is interested in history it is more concerned with theology it narrates the story of god s relationship with his
people over the course of the monarchy how he judges his own people even sending them into exile lessons from these
narratives continue to challenge today s readers to obedience and exclusive worship of god edited by scot mcknight and
tremper longman iii and written by a number of top notch theologians the story of god bible commentary series will bring
relevant balanced and clear minded theological insight to any biblical education or ministry

1-2 Kings 2014-02-14
this volume provides a readable introduction to the narrative books of 1 and 2 kings appropriate for the student pastor and
scholar fritz combines historical literary and archaeological approaches in an engaging synthesis while he addresses issues of
the deuteronomic redaction the author does not become bogged down in technical discussions or allow this to overshadow
the holistic interpretation of the text

Expository Commentary on Kings 2021-12-14
the second book of samuel presents the establishment of the kingdom of israel by david the opening of first kings shows us
this kingdom definitely established by solomon it should be noted that the rule of solomon forms one continuous whole with
that of david the death of the aged king did not cause even a momentary interruption solomon having sat upon the throne of
his father during david s lifetime in type this is a unique and continuous reign which while presenting most contrasting
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characteristics according to one or the other of its periods unites both of them in an indissoluble and absolute unity
considered in its entirety this reign begins with the rejection of the true king of israel 1 sam is consolidated after victory in
the midst of dissensions of the people and strife 2 sam and is finally established in peace righteousness and glory at the
beginning of the book which now occupies us this account as indeed the whole of the word directs our eyes to christ and
presents his reign in all its various phases rejected as messiah he appears again upon the scene in the last days gradually
gathers judah and the tribes of israel under his sceptre extends his dominion over the nations by judgments but also in grace
until the final establishment of his universal millennial kingdom then in peace and in righteousness he rejoices in his victory
associating his earthly people with himself in this

1–2 Kings 1882
just as a harmony of the gospels is useful for tracing the life of our lord jesus christ this easy to use book provides the bible
student with a reference guide to the history of the kings of judah and israel as preserved in the books of samuel kings and
chronicles preceding the harmony itself is a complete analytical outline a concise sequential table of events that will give the
reader a greater understanding and firmer grasp of the history of judah and israel students of scripture will find this harmony
and its accompanying analytical outlines invaluable in gaining a historical perspective that will make the study of samuel
kings and chronicles profitable and rewarding

The variorum teacher's editions of the holy Bible. With which is
incorporated the Aids to the student of the holy Bible 1896
with the growing proliferation of literature concerning the social world of the hebrew bible scholars continue to face the
challenge of a proper understanding of ancient israel s economies portrayals of economic exchange in the book of kings is the
first monographic study to use an anthropological approach to examine the nature of the economic life behind the biblical
text through karl polanyi s paradigm of exchange as a methodological control this book synthesizes semitic philology with
related fields of levantine archaeology and modern ethnography with this interdisciplinary frame nam articulates a social
analysis of economic exchange and stimulates new understandings of the biblical world

The Golden Rule 1885
using a canonical agrarian approach stulac demonstrates the rhetorical and theological contribution of the elijah narratives
to the book of kings
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Select Notes 2003
historians numismatists and philologists consider fundamental aspects of 9c political and economic history the ninth century
was a period of upheaval in england as the kingdoms of mercia and wessex vied for supremacy and east anglia and kent
sought to regain their independence with the arrival of the vikings introducing a further element of unrest this
interdisciplinary collection of papers by historians numismatists and philologists considers fundamental aspects of the period
s political and economic history alliances and treaties are a central theme political and monetary a radical reassesment of
events in london in the later ninth century is presented prompted by a detailed examination of the numismatic evidence
marshalled here along with the written sources it is argued that the vikings were not in control of the city prior to alfred s
reoccupation in ad 886 the volume includes an illustrated corpus of the coinage of berhtwulf and another for the middle years
of alfred s reign moneyers are identified as witnesses to charters and the forms of their names are analysed according to the
old english dialects they represent a listing of some 500 single coin finds forms the basis for a discussion of the nature and
extent ofmonetary use in ninth century england the late mark blackburn was keeper of coins and medals at the fitzwilliam
museum cambridge david dumville is emeritus professor at the university of aberdeen contributors simon keynes thomas
charles edwards james booth mark blackburn lord stewartby paul bibire d m metcalf michael bonser

One and Two Kings 1882
the narratives of solomon and jeroboam of elijah and ahab have fascinated readers for millennia even apart from questions of
historical authenticity they are gripping stories of richly drawn characters caught up in the complex tale of god s dealings
with israel this study explores the narrative world created by 1 kings ancient israelite author the people who inhabit it the
lives they live the deeds they do and the face of god who is revealed in their stories an introduction explains the significance
of 1 kings as a historical narrative originally intended as a literal history after centuries of writing and rewriting it is now as
much a literary work as a historical one the views of those who formed it can be discerned and studied walsh also explains
how the rich traditions of hebrew prose narrative and the hebrew language itself affect our reading of 1 kings

The queen's printers' aids to the student of the holy Bible. With which is
incorporated the new appendix 2015-04-13
under king solomon the israelites had been a united people but that all changed when his foolish son rehoboam came to
power in the days that followed the nation divided into two separate kingdoms the reigns of these kings were turbulent
marked by a succession of ungodly monarchs in conflict with the lord s prophets among these rulers perhaps none stood out
more than ahab and jezebel who not only led the northern nation of israel into idolatry but actually conspired to murder a
man simply because they wanted his garden in this study pastor john macarthur will guide you through an in depth look at
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this historical period beginning with the split between judah and israel continuing into the remarkable events that occurred
during the prophet elijah s ministry and concluding with the death of the ungodly king ahab studies include close up
examinations of elijah ahab jezebel asa and others as well as careful considerations of doctrinal themes such as the sin of
syncretism and being faithful to god s word about the series the macarthur bible study series is designed to help you study
the word of god with guidance from widely respected pastor and author john macarthur each guide provides intriguing
examinations of the whole of scripture by examining its parts and incorporates extensive but straight forward commentary on
the text detailed observations on overriding themes timelines history and context word and phrase studies to help you unlock
the broader meaning and apply it to your life probing interactive questions with plenty of space to write down your response
and thoughts

1 Kings 1890
compares the historical kings with their portrayal in shakespeare s plays

Shippers' Guide for Fifty Thousand Express Offices and Railway Stations ...
2006-10-25
throughout the rich tapestry of history woven of people and events battles and treaties scientific discovery and artistic
expression certain names stand out far above their contemporaries these are men whose lives were lived on a grand scale
and who remain inspiring to this very day beacons still after the passing of centuries to show both the greatness and the folly
of mankind they were men raised up for a specific purpose and our history was forever changed for their passing bernard of
chartres used to say that we are like dwarfs on the shoulders of giants so that we can see more than they and things at a
greater distance not by virtue of any sharpness of sight on our part or any physical distinction but because we are carried
high and raised up by their giant size living with kings travels the span of history to touch on the lives of such giants and to
show the ramifications of their choices and actions on their earthly kingdoms it paints each king s life as a momentary
glimpse of a facet of the king of kings jesus and shows how he is the one who ultimately weaves the rich tapestry of human
history as we know it when we know the king we better understand who we are as children of the king

A Harmony of the Books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles 2012-02-17
winner of the 2020 christian book award for bible of the year trusted treasured by millions of readers over 30 years the life
application r study bible is today s 1 selling study bible and a bible for all times now it has been thoroughly updated and
expanded offering even more relevant insights for understanding and applying god s word to everyday life in today s world
discover how you can apply the bible to your life today now with a fresh two color interior design and meaningfully updated
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study notes and features this bible will help you understand god s word better than ever it answers questions that you may
have about the text and provides you practical yet powerful ways to apply the bible to your life every day study the stories
and teachings of the bible with verse by verse commentary gain wisdom from people in the bible by exploring their
accomplishments and learning from their mistakes survey the big picture of each book through overviews vital statistics
outlines and timelines and grasp difficult concepts using in text maps charts and diagrams all to help you do life god s way
every day the personal size editions are for people who like to carry their study bible with them features enhanced updated
and with new content added throughout now more than 10 000 life application r notes and features over 100 life application r
profiles of key bible people introductions and overviews for each book of the bible more than 500 maps charts placed for
quick reference dictionary concordance extensive side column cross reference system to facilitate deeper study life
application r index to notes charts maps and profiles refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity 16 pages of full
color maps quality smyth sewn binding durable made for frequent use and lays flat when open presentation page single
column format christian worker s resource a special supplement to enhance the reader s ministry effectiveness full text of the
holy bible new living translation nlt combining the latest biblical scholarship with clear natural english

Portrayals of Economic Exchange in the Book of Kings 2020-12-10
first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Life, Land, and Elijah in the Book of Kings 1998
this extract from the eerdmans commentary on the bible provides tomes introduction to and concise commentary on first and
second kings the eerdmans commentary on the bible presents in nontechnical language the best of modern scholarship on
each book of the bible including the apocrypha reader friendly commentary complements succinct summaries of each section
of the text and will be valuable to scholars students and general readers rather than attempt a verse by verse analysis these
volumes work from larger sense units highlighting the place of each passage within the overarching biblical story
commentators focus on the genre of each text parable prophetic oracle legal code and so on interpreting within the historical
and literary context the volumes also address major issues within each biblical book including the range of possible
interpretations and refer readers to the best resources for further discussions

Kings, Currency, and Alliances 2021-11-20
this commentary on 1 and 2 kings demonstrates the continuing intellectual and practical viability of theological interpretation
of the bible for today s church
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Berit Olam: 1 Kings 2016-05-31
for generations scholars have attempted to solve the chronological problems associated with the mysterious numbers of the
hebrew kings in this volume the authors provide a coherent sensible and believable chronology for the israelite and judean
kings in their reconstruction hayes and hooker take into consideration not only all of the biblical data but also all relevant
ancient near eastern sources utilizing all available and reliable evidence they establish not only regnal years for all the rulers
but also specific dates for numerous events in israelite and judean history in their opening chapters the authors explain the
scheme of chronological reckoning found in the books of 1 2 kings their calculations are then computed without recourse to
shifting understandings of the methods of reckoning or to a theory of co regencies the value of this work is not limited to
purely chronological matters its implications extend to the dating of biblical sources such as the book of the covenant d p and
the deuteronomistic history the volume also provides insights into the socio cultic life of biblical times

1 Kings 12 to 22 2001-03-13
this volume in the popular ignatius catholic study bible series leads readers through a penetrating study of the first and
second books of kings using the biblical text itself and the church s own guidelines for understanding the bible ample notes
accompany each page providing fresh insights by renowned bible teachers scott hahn and curtis mitch as well as time tested
interpretations from the fathers of the church these helpful study notes provide rich historical cultural geographical and
theological information pertinent to the old testament book information that bridges the distance between the biblical world
and our own the ignatius catholic study bible also includes topical essays word studies and charts the topical essays explore
the major themes of 1 2 kings often relating them to the teachings of the church the word studies explain the background of
important biblical terms while the charts summarize crucial biblical information at a glance

Shakespeare's Kings 1894

A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament 1876

The Holy Bible 1894
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The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible 1825

The Holy Bible: I+II Kings, I & II Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther and
Job 2009-01-30

Living With Kings 1896

A New and Complete Concordance Or Verbal Index to Words, Phrases, &
Passages in the Dramatic Works of Shakespeare 2020-04-07

NLT Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Personal Size 2000

The Earliest English Kings 2019-06-18

Eerdmans Commentary on the Bible: First and Second Kings 2006-11

1 & 2 Kings 1886

The Complete Concordance to Shakespeare 1891
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Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature 1875

Kings to Esther 1886

M-Z 1885

The Sunday-school World 1886

Shakespeare-lexicon 1923

A Concordance of the Proper Names in the Holy Scriptures 2007-06-08

A New Chronology for the Kings of Israel and Judah and Its Implications for
Biblical History and Literature 2017-10-10

1&2 Kings
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